Compose3D World
Creates and edits landscapes and splats [Beta test]
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INTRODUCTION
World is designed to create and edit landscapes (height maps and splats) for 3D programs
and games. It is part of a suite of tools from Compose3D (www.compose3d.com) that help
to design 3D environments. The suite comprises:
Texture Manager - Manages and manipulates textures [Beta test]
World - Creates and edits landscapes and splats [Beta test]
Edifice - Edits buildings [Beta test]
WalkAbout - Allows you to walk full scale across your landscape and buildings [Beta
test]
Scene - Edits complete scenes with textures, landscapes, buildings, things and actors
[under development]
These tools are designed to work together but can be used independently.
3D Programming and Design
At present we are trialling 3D Engines, our current favourite being TrueVision3D (TV3D)
which uses Microsoft DirectX as its engine. In general, one thing we have noticed is a lack
of cohesive tools (at a reasonable price) so we have developed our own tool suite.
Some of our apps are in beta test and some are still being developed. Eventually we hope
to offer these as shareware with email support.
System Requirements
These tools have been written in Microsoft Visual Basic using .NET Framework 4. They
should not require super-fast PCs or Graphics Cards to run (although it helps). Basic
requirements are:
 PC running Microsoft Windows 7 (or Windows Vista or Windows XP but we do not
test on these)
 Microsoft .NET Framework 4
 TrueVision3D SDK 3.5
 DirectX (required by TrueVision3D)
Disclaimer
We would love your constructive feedback but please remember these tools are still being
developed. There will be bugs!

PURPOSE
The purpose of World is to provide a simple means of creating and editing landscapes in 3D
applications. This is done using a common format called a height map and splats which are
stored as bitmaps.
Features










Edits greyscale bitmaps using brushes to alter landscape features
Generates landscapes automatically based on parameters such as:
o Land cross section profile horizontal and vertical
o Hills and rivers to form and etch the land
o Smoothing and noise
Creates a topographic map based on an elevation scale
Pre-set or user generated elevation scales
Splat generation based on parameters such as height and slope
Live 3D walkabout on the generated terrain using an avatar
Links to textures in Texture Manager
Saves files in Texture Manager and keeps associations with other files (splats etc)

Concepts
Most 3D engines use a grayscale bitmap to represent height on a landscape. Dark means
low, white means high. This gives a height range of 255 which can be scaled and rendered
in different ways by the engine. A texture can then be applied to this surface like grass;
however this makes the landscape a bit drab. Splatting is a way to specify which part of the
landscape has another texture applied. For example, a snow texture could be applied to the
high parts only or rock to very steep areas.

USING WORLD
The main form is the Landscape editor form that appears when you have opened or created
a library. Initially however, you will be asked to link to a Texture Library via the Options
form.
Scale
Scale seems to be arbitrary in the world of 3D (unless someone knows differently). So the
convention we have adopted is 1 means around 10cm or 0.1 meters (or about 3 inches in
imperial). This seems to make the actors and landscapes seem about right.
However, items can be scaled to suit so perhaps this convention is not needed.
Landscape
In our terms we use landscape to refer to the set of files you are using for your landscape.
These are made up of:
 Height map – the grayscale bitmap of heights.
 Topographic map – the topographic rendition of the height map using colour to show
heights. The colour is specified by the elevation map used. This map can be used
as a texture for the whole landscape if you want to see heights easily.
 Splat – a bitmap the same size as your height map containing information on where
you want a texture to be splatted (rendered) onto your landscape. For example, a
snow texture on the mountain peaks.
 Texture – each splat has an associated texture, e.g. snow texture.
 Links – between these files so a landscape is rendered as you define it.
Coordinates
Coordinates referred to are in 3D, the convention is:
 X – the left right coordinate system
 Y – the up down coordinate (as if you are holding a piece of paper with a graph on it
upright in front of your scene)
 Z – the depth looking into your scene
This is sometimes confusing as landscapes or plans are viewed from above and you expect
X,Y but you are actually looking at X,Z.

Editor (Main form)
This form consists of a Toolbar, Mini-map, Toolbox, Editing window, Viewing window and
Status bar.

Toolbar












New landscape – displays the new map form.
Open landscape – opens the texture browser in the Landscape folder and filters for
height maps for you to select.
o Previous map names – recent texture library files, click to open.
o Open previous file on start – when checked will automatically open your last
editing session.
Save – save the current map
o Save WalkAbout file – show the Walkabout Options dialog to save your
edifice to a WalkAbout file. This file contains your edifice, textures, sky
sphere, height map and avatar information. It can be used with WalkAbout.
o Save file on exit – always saves the file when you exit.
Landscape information – show and edit your landscape properties.
Play 3D – play the file in 3D. Available when the viewing selection is 3D. It resumes
from stop and refreshes any editing changes.
Elevation – shows the edit elevation map form. This maps the colours from the
height map to the topographic map.
Splats – show and edit splats associated with the map.
Shadow cursor – when editing a splat it is useful to see where you are over the
height map. Turn the shadow cursor on to show another cursor over the viewing
area.
Options – shows and edits the options for the application.
o 3D Environment – options for playing the scene in 3D.
o Avatar – options for your avatar.
o Reload texture library – if it has changed.
o www.Compose3D.com – takes you to our website.
o Help – shows this manual.

Mini map
The mini map displays a thumbnail of your landscape. If the landscape size is greater than
512x512 then a black rectangle appears within it representing the area displayed in the
editing window. This rectangle can be moved using the mouse by holding the left mouse
down over it and dragging it around, then releasing the button.
The mini-map also show a small cross where your avatar is on the map when showing 3D
play.

Toolbox
The tool box on the left is made up of several editing controls that change slightly
depending on what you are editing.
Brushes
Select a brush by clicking on it, an orange border shows the
brush selected.
The bitmap represented by the bitmap will change the
landscape more in white areas and not all in black.
Brushes on the left have smooth graduation, the ones in the
right column make very sharp changes.
Behaviour
This controls what the brush does. Move land height up; move
land height towards selected elevation; move land height
down; smooth landscape; roughen landscape.
Elevation
The elevation map represents the height of the landscape. The
lowest 0 is at the bottom, the highest 255 is at the top.
Select






an elevation by:
Clicking on the elevation scale
Dragging the mouse up or down in the elevation scale
Click the up/down buttons by the number
Type in a new number
Use the up/down keys when the number has focus

The line on the scale shows the elevation and is the same as
the number.

Brush strength
This slider changes the strength of the brushes effect on
changing the map.

Splat Scales
When you are editing a splat the scale changes. For a splat
you can set brightness and opacity.
The left scale is brightness (0-255).
The right scale is opacity (0-255).
Checking the Opacity checkbox means that when editing the
brush changes the opacity as well as the brightness of the splat
bitmap.

Editing window
The editing window show what you are editing. You can edit the height map (topographic
version) or a splat. Change the edit selection with the drop down list. Splats will be added
to the list after you define them.

Moving the cursor over the editing window will show a + brush icon. This can be shadowed
in the viewing window using the shadow cursor option. This allows you to edit a splat with
reference to where you are on your height map or another splat.
Edits to the height map are not immediately shown in the viewing map unless 3D is
selected. Then you will see the land heights change.

Viewing window
The viewing window shows the view in the viewing drop down list. You can select from
Height map (topographic), Height map (grayscale), 3D or your list of splats.
Selecting 3D will run TV3D in the viewing window and will show your Avatar on the
landscape. You can move about the landscape with your Avatar:
 Click and hold the left mouse button on the 3D window;
o Drag it up to go forwards
o Drag it down to go backwards
o Drag it right or left to turn the avatar
 Click and hold the right mouse button on the 3D window;
o Drag it up and down to swing the camera higher or lower
o Drag it left or right to swing the camera around your avatar
 Use the space bar to jump
The camera icon will show you where you are on the editing window. You can also drag
and drop the camera icon to another location on your map.

Status bar
The status bar at the bottom shows:
Map coordinates of the upper left of the zoom
rectangle. That is the top left of your editing
window.
Map coordinates of your cursor over the editing
window.
Map coordinates of the avatar position.
Any action being taken like loading a map. The
progress bar will increment and the action will
appear to the right. When progress is complete
they will become greyed.
Map coordinates are in the form X Z (Y) or width depth (height). Microsoft convention for
images seem to be 0,0 at the top left of the image.

Options
There are many user settable options to select. These have been grouped onto separate
forms:
 Editor options – edits library paths and editor options.
 3D Environment options – edits options for the 3D play back.
 Avatar options – edits options for your avatar in the 3D world.

Editor options
The editor options screen lets you select options for the application.

Your options are stored in an XML file shown on the bottom of the options screen.
Texture library
This allows you to link to a texture library. This will store your landscape including any
associated splats and textures. The texture library is created and managed with Texture
Manager (see Texture Manager manual).




Filename – full path to the texture library (extension TexLib)
Default Group – once the texture library is opened you can choose a default group
for your texture browser
Default theme – similarly you can choose a default theme.

Editor
Editor options include:
 Initial texture tiling scale – applies this number to factor the texture scaling across a
mesh (used more in Edifice). In this case how many times a texture will be put
across a landscape compared to the size of the texture. This can be changed later.
 Transparent colour for splats – is the background colour when editing splats. The
splat itself can be transparent where it is not applied to the landscape.
Use OK to save your settings, cancel to exit without saving.

3D Environment options
These are general environmental variables for viewing your landscape.













Land floor – the texture for the base floor under the land (you can extend this floor
towards the horizon from your landscape – useful if you have say an island).
Show land floor – enables or disables the land floor.
Land floor tile – tiles the texture of the land floor (same in X and Z).
Extent – is the extant of the land or water in multiples of the map (2 would be
double the size).
Water DUDV – is the special texture for water in DUDV format. This allows the
water to move and also show reflections and refractions.
Show water – enables or disables the water effect.
Water tile – tiles the texture of the water (same in X and Z).
Water level – if the height of the water table.
Sky sphere – is the texture used for the sky sphere. Click on the image to browse
the texture library.
Map scale – is the scaling applied to the map in 3D across the width and depth (X, Z)
of the map.
Height scale – is the scaling applied to the height (Y) on the map.

Use OK to save your settings, cancel to exit without saving.

Avatar options
You can select an Avatar to wander around your landscape to help you visualise it. Here we
have chosen one of the TV3D examples of Rancor.tva (TrueVision Actor file). The other
parameters determine how your avatar reacts on the landscape and allows you to test
movement and access to areas of your map.














Filename – the filename for the actor.
Animation ID – is the animation number used to walk the actor.
Walk sync factor – is a number that affects how fast our actor steps compared to its
forward motion. This allows you to synchronise the steps so it does not appear to
slide forward.
Scale – the scale of the actor (2 will double its size in all 3 dimensions).
Eye height % - the height of the actor’s eyes and hence the camera as a percentage
of the actors total height.
Agility – this determines how fast the actor can turn.
Jump strength – determines how high the actor can jump.
Steepest slope – in degrees is how steep the actor can go before slipping.
Max step – is the height of the largest step upwards the actor can take. Anything
bigger than this will halt the actor. This is mainly used for buildings.
Power – is the strength of the actor. This combines with weight for the Power to
Weight ratio that determines how fast the actor can go.
Weight – the weight of the actor.
Drag – the drag factor slows the actor when travelling fast so affects the top speed.

The Reset to defaults button will reset all the avatar parameters to their ‘factory’ defaults.
The avatar stats show how your settings will perform for the avatar when walking about the
landscape.
Use OK to save your settings, cancel to exit without saving.

WalkAbout Options
Show the dialog to save your edifice to a WalkAbout file. This file contains your edifice,
textures, sky sphere, height-map and avatar information. It can be used with WalkAbout.

Type in the filename for the walkabout file; click the browse button (…) to browse for a file.
The screen size defaults contain a list of common formats for screen size; selecting these
will change the Width and Height settings.
Screen width and height specify the starting size of the screen. In WalkAbout the user can
change the screen size or toggle between a window and full screen. Using 0,0 starts
WalkAbout in full screen mode.
Click OK to save the walkabout file

New Map
Creating a new map gives you the new map dialog as shown below. You can create a base
profile across and up/down over the map. You can add hills to the base then etch them
with rivers. Finally you can add noise and smooth the landscape.

Terrain profile
This feature allows you to set the profile of your terrain both horizontally and vertically by
clicking on the list for:
 Show horizontal (X) profile
 Show vertical (Z) profile
The extended elevation map shows your terrain profile height against either Left, Right or
Top, Bottom.
Drag the square markers around the elevation map to set you land profile. The example
above shows a valley under water surrounded by mountain peaks.

Base Terrain
The base terrain sets the overall width and depth of your map.
The up / down increments are multiples of 256. Most
documentation seems to say that powers of 2 and squares are
good.
Combine profiles allows you to set the method of combining the
horizontal and vertical profiles you have set.
 Maximum uses the greatest of the two values
 Average is X+Z/2 value
 Minimum uses the least of the two values

Hills

There are three areas for hills. The outer area is shown in pink, the middle in blue and the
inner in green.
You can specify hills in each of these areas using parameters:
 Number – the number of hills generated
 Radius – the radius of each hill
 Vary radius – will randomise the hill size from 50% to 100% of radius
 Height – the height of the hill
 Vary height – will vary the height from 50% to 100% of height

Rivers
Rivers etch the landscape
after the base landscape
has been created and hills
formed.

Again
are:







the inner, middle and outer regions refer to the same as with hills. Other parameters
Min height – is the minimum height above which rivers can be formed.
River slope – the slope of the river for each unit forwards this is the drop (1 in 10).
Meander – how much the river meanders across the landscape, a value of 0 will be a
straight river.
Valley width – the width of the valley etched out at its top.
Valley slope – the slope of the sides of the valley (drop per unit forward).
Valley shape – will change valley shape but NOT implemented yet.

Tidy up with
Finally we can tidy our landscape with some
overall features:
 Noise – randomly vary heights
 Smoothing – smooth the heights

Action
Actions available are:
 Create new map – forms the new landscape and creates a new map.
 Reform this map – keeps you current map properties but reforms the height map.
Note: splats will need to be recreated as they are generally map specific.
 Cancel – exit without any changes.

Progress
The progress text will tell you what is going on during the creation of the map. Depending
on the number of hills and rivers this may take some time.

Landscape Information
Landscape information in held in the Texture Library (see Texture Manager). Here you can
see and edit information on the whole landscape.

Landscape details
You can change the name and description of the landscape. Note: the name of the files
remains the same. You can also choose where it is stored in the library using the dropdown lists for Group and Theme.
Landscape texture
This is





the texture that is applied over the whole landscape underneath any splats.
Click on the image to browse for a texture in the library
TileU – is the number of times the texture is tiled in the X direction.
TileV – is the number of times the texture is tiled in the Z direction.
Enabled – checked means the texture is used.

Splatting information
The list contains the splats you have created. If they are checked then they are enabled.
Clicking on a splat shows the splat details.
Splat details
The splat name can be changed here.

Elevation Map
The elevation map converts from
greyscale map to a coloured
topographic map.
This makes the landscape much
easier for a human to understand
and read. Each height 0 to 255
can be converted to its own
colour.
There does not seem to be only
one convention for the colours
used. So we have loaded some
presets but given you the ability
to create your own.
The topographic map can also
double as a texture to cover the
map or as an underlay for splats.
Save will save the bitmap settings
and use this for the topographic
conversion.
Cancel will exit without saving.

Terrains
The terrains area lets you define your own elevation map by varying terrains at different
heights on the elevation map. You can set up to 7 levels nominally called Water, Sand,
Grass, Forest, Hills, Mountains and Snow. There are four parameters to set for each level:
 Enabled – use the checkbox to enable or disable each level.
 Colour start – the colour used at the low elevation.
 Colour end – the colour used at the high elevation.
 Elevation – sets the end elevation for the range (0-255)
Generate Map will generate the elevation map based on the parameters set. The colour
from start to end will be merged along the range.
Map
The map area shows the generated or preset elevation map. As there are 256 height levels
for the terrain (0-255) one colour here represents a height.
Elevation bitmap
This area gives you the ability to save and load elevation maps to / from bitmap files. You
could create an elevation bitmap in an external application and import it.

Preset elevation maps
We have defined six preset elevation maps. Click on the button to load the preset elevation
map.

Splatting
Splatting is a method of increasing the effective features of your landscape. Your base
texture can be tiled across your map but it makes all areas the same. Splatting allows you
to layer other textures on top of the base in selective areas. A good example of this would
be snow on the peaks of mountains.
A splat is a bitmap the same size as your height map that uses brightness and alpha to
determine where the splat texture is applied.
Initial loading of this form may be slow due to it analysing the height map for height and
slope statistics.

There are two ways to generate a splat bitmap; use the editor and create it manually or use
the splatting generator.
The splatting generator uses parameters that you set to generate the splat. Those
parameters are saved with the splat in the Texture Library so the splat can be re-generated
if the height-map changes.
Command buttons are:
 Edit – edits the splat parameter list.
 Rename – will rename the splat layer.
 Add – will add a new splatting layer.
 Delete – will delete the selected splatting layer.
 Generate – generates (or regenerates) the selected splat layer.
 Generate all – will regenerate all the splats in the list (if they are enabled).
 Exit – will exit this form.

Landscape splats
This area controls the splats that are set against your landscape. The list shows the splats
by name, the check box determines if they are enabled or not. Click on the splat and its
details will be shown in the areas to the right.






Click Generate to generate the splat for the selected splat.
Edit Splat will show the Edit Splat Parameters dialog.
Click add new splatting layer to create a completely new splat. There are no limits
here to the number of splats but there may be in the 3D engine. Also the greater
the number of splats the slower the rendition.
Generate all splats will re-generate all the splats in sequence (it may take a while).
This is useful if you have changed your height map and want to reform your entire
landscape.
Exit will exit the form.

Splat parameter summary
This area shows a textual summary of the splat parameters. For more information on the
parameters see Edit Splat Parameters.

Thumbnails
There




are three thumbnails shown here:
The main height map.
The splat bitmap.
The texture for the splat. If you click on this image the Browse Texture Library
dialog appears and you can choose a new texture. NOTE: with TV3D it seems to
only be able to cope with one splat of a specific texture. If there are more than one
(say with Snow) then only the last one is shown.
o TileU – the horizontal (x) tiling for this texture.
o TileV – the vertical (z) tiling for this texture.

Land slope profile
The profile shows the
slopes categorised
between 0 and 64.
This is a useful visual
indicator of your
terrain.
Slope measures the height (Y) change compared to the horizontal change (X, Z plane). So a
slope of 45 would be 1 (i.e. one unit forward to one unit up). Here the steepest slope is 64
meaning that somewhere on this map there is a cliff where 1 uit forward takes you 64 units
up.
Statistics show the steepest slope, average slope and mode (most common) slope.
Mountainous or noisy jagged landscapes have a different profile than flat or rolling ones.
This information is useful in setting the splat parameters for generation.

Land height profile
The land height profile shows height statistics on your height
map. Again this is useful in assessing what parameters to use
when generating the splat.
The map shows the land heights categorised against the
elevation map in a vertical histogram.
The peaks in this map show flat areas that have been levelled
using the editor for buildings.

Manage splat parameter lists
Each splat layer can have multiple parameters in a list. This form allows you to manage that
list within the splat layer.

Stored splats
This area contains a list of preset splats you can use to generate the splat. Select a stored
splat from the list and click Copy splat to land> to copy if to your selected landscape splat.
Edit stored splat will show the Edit Splat Parameters dialog so you can change the defaults
to your own settings.

Reset stored splats will reset the stored splats to their factory settings.
List of splat parameters
This list shows each parameter and whether it is enabled or not. Clicking the checkbox will
enable or disable the parameter (if disabled it will not be processed when the splat image is
generated).
Command buttons are:
 Edit – will take you to the Edit Splat Parameters form.
 Add new – will add a new parameter to the list.
 Delete – will delete the selected parameter.
Splat parameter information
Here a summary of the effects of the selected splat parameter are shown.

Edit Splat Parameters
This dialog edits splat parameters. There is no check on the interaction with other splats so
they could overlap or interfere with each other. This is sometimes useful however; as you
may want to slightly overlap the boundary between say rock and grass.

Splat parameter name
The name of the splat.
Height constraints
Inside these height constraints the splat will vary depending on the effect settings. Outside
there will be no splat (bitmap set to black or ARGB = (0, 0, 0, 0)).
Slope constraints
Inside these slope constraints the splat will vary depending on the effect settings. Outside
there will be no splat (bitmap set to black or ARGB = (0, 0, 0, 0)).

Effect on brightness
Brightness is controlled between 0 and 255 (by setting RGB). You can specify the minimum
and maximum brightness used.
For both height and slope you can specify if brightness is:
 Unaffected – in which case the maximum is used.
 Increases – in which case minimum brightness is used at the lower height gradually
increasing to the maximum at the high end.
 Decreases – in which case maximum brightness is used at the lower height gradually
decreasing to the minimum at the high end.
For example, you may want to increase the brightness of a sea bed texture as height
increases.
Effect on Opacity
Opacity is controlled between 0 and 255 (by setting A in ARGB).
minimum and maximum opacity used.

You can specify the

For both height and slope you can specify if opacity is:
 Unaffected – in which case the maximum is used.
 Increases – in which case minimum opacity is used at the lower height gradually
increasing to the maximum at the high end.
 Decreases – in which case maximum opacity is used at the lower height gradually
decreasing to the minimum at the high end.
This looks better than varying brightness if you want to be able to see through the texture
to the one below. For example, snow on rock.

Splatting techniques
It is generally more effective to do more processing at design time than run time. Here we
add multiple splatting layers of mud, sand, rock and snow over a base of grass. This
demonstration looks at the snow layer and how to make it more realistic in steps A) to D).

A) Snow splatting between 220 and 255
looks too linear.

B) Here we added another splat parameter
to the list with a fade below 220.

C) Another parameter adds snow to slopes
under 4.

D) Finally another parameter adds more
snow to gullies.

These four parameters are stored with the landscape so they can be regenerated if the
landscape changes. This avoids lengthy editing and re-editing.
Splatting in TV3D copes with both brightness and opacity. Try and experiment to see which
looks most effective on each layer. Snow looks good being opaque as you can see the rock
or grass below.
A simple rule is keep the splat layers to a minimum and build complexity into the
parameters.

Texture Browser
Clicking on an image from the Texture Library will start the Texture Browser.

Here you can browse Groups and Themes or search for a texture in your library. Once you
have found the texture you want, double click it to use it. The browser will exit and you will
have linked to the texture. If you want to cancel selection simple exit the browser using x.
More details can be found in the Texture Manager manual. To summarise:
Groups
Groups are like folders in a file system. Create a new group by right click on a folder or the
root Group folder and Add New Group. Folders can have sub-folders.
Search
Click on the search root to show the search screen. Leaving a field blank will not filter that
field. Folders below the search root contain some pre-set searches. You can add your own
by clicking Save Search As with a name.
Theme
Themes are similar to Groups as they allow you another way to organise textures. Textures
can be in a group and a theme. This allows you to organise your textures by function (e.g.
Group Dirt) and by theme (e.g. Theme Desert).

RELEASE NOTES
Release Beta v1.0.0
New Features
























make rivers single not integer in new
add valley, mountains etc
save splat params with texture
previous landscapes list to open
browser selects the landscape folder
open previous landscape on entry
check edit brush sensitivity
stop going under floor on a bounce
splat editing now much simpler
upgraded land analysis for splatting
turn 3d off if not in 3d view
show map position scales correctly
show map correct way around (instead of reversed) or have a function to flip map
when saved
max speed on motion
when moving the zoom box also zoom the other view (if not 3d)
use animation to show player on map
Change zoom so draws a box (refresh) and shows avatar position on thumb
edit different types land, splat
introduce water
avatar parameters in options
avatar slows / stops on a steep slope (see Motion.CheckAvatarMovement)
landscale in options
Improve splat parameters (edges and one texture)

ToDo










open files
open walkabout files
other new terrain types
detail edit of points to adjust height
path maker tool to make slopes etc (also maps onto
resize window?
New map - tidy functions like clean coastline
make elevation same as scales
Reorder splats

BUGS


when moving the zoom windows if camera is shown it does not follow the map solution draw camera/avatar to pic like thumb does (or copy image) if draw could do
orientation as well

